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ABSTRACT
Recent and numerous failures of reaction wheels have cut short and/or limited the mission
functions of several spacecraft including DAWN, Mars Odyssey, and Kepler among others. A
micro Newton impulse-bit hydrazine thruster has the potential to backup or even replace
reaction wheels on most missions, thereby extending mission life. This paper will discuss the
development and test of a plug-and-play hydrazine thruster with 30 – 130 milliNewton thrust
levels, and impulse bits < 50 microNewton-sec. In addition, this paper will address mission
applications that include backup for, or even replacement of reaction wheels, delta-V thrust for
CubeSats, and primary attitude control for the 20 – 50 kg class of spacecraft.

© 2016. California Institute of Technology. Government sponsorship acknowledged.
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INTRODUCTION
Improving the current state-of-the-art minimum impulse bit capability of hydrazine
monopropellant thrusters enables new design options for spacecraft. A hydrazine thruster
with micro Newton impulse-bit capability, which was called the Hydrazine milli Newton
Thruster (HmNT) (due the steady-state thrust levels of 20-130 mN) was conceived to address
the precision pointing requirements of spacecraft, improving usable spacecraft life and
performance by replacing, or providing a functional backup for reaction wheels.
For missions that can eliminate reaction wheels, there may be significant savings in cost,
system mass and power; benefits are mission dependent. In addition to precision pointing, the
HmNT provides functions that wheels cannot; i.e. a range of thrust and impulse-bits (ibits) that
can be used for precision translation of spacecraft, needed for rendezvous, docking, and
formation flying maneuvers.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Precision pointing of spacecraft is typically performed using reaction wheels, with periodic
unloading of the wheels using thrusters in the 5 – 25 N thrust class. As with all technologies,
reaction wheels have their advantages and disadvantages. While wheels are easy to model,
and have significant heritage, they are costly in several ways. The mass of a reaction wheel
system including the wheels, the electronics, cabling, and secondary structure for mounting
can add up to a significant portion of a spacecraft’s mass. Wheels use significant amounts of
energy and have high peak power demands which can drive the sizing of solar arrays and
batteries, increasing overall system mass. And a set of reaction wheels can cost a few million
dollars. Perhaps more importantly, wheels have exhibited reliability issues. Wheels often
develop “jitter” or vibration problems that interfere with sensitive instruments. Several
spacecraft in the last 15 years have had their precision pointing degraded due to wheel jitter,
or outright failure.
SOLUTION
Trade studies [1] have shown that thrusters alone could provide precision pointing, with other
system benefits, if small enough impulse-bits could be achieved. A thruster designed to
provide ibits in the microNewton-second range could replace reaction wheels, providing
precision pointing via single or double-sided deadband attitude control. The HmNT was
designed for, and demonstrated in test, impulse-bits < 50 micro-Newton seconds (μN-s). In
fact, the HmNT is capable of delivering impulse-bits much smaller than our thrust-stand
measurement system could measure at that time. (Changes to the thrust-stand that would
have allowed measurements of the full capability of the HmNT were planned but never
funded.)
A set of 12 HmNTs can easily be added to the existing propulsion system to provide precision
pointing, for < ½ kg. in propulsion hardware, plus cabling and valve drivers. Hydrazine is used
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on almost all spacecraft, including most bipropellant propulsion systems. A set of HmNT s
added for precision pointing requires no additional tanks or propulsion components other than
the thrusters themselves. The system benefits are important; adding small hydrazine thrusters
to an existing hydrazine propulsion system, for precision pointing, can be cost and mass
efficient.
In order to reduce the minimum impulse-bit of a hydrazine thruster, it is necessary to reduce
the amount of hydrazine fuel delivered to the thruster in a short pulse. This could be
accomplished via changes in the thruster, and/or by developing a valve that opens faster and
closes faster, enabling the valve to respond to a shorter electrical pulse width, thereby reducing
the propellant flow time and the minimum impulse-bit. The Europa Project and the X-2000
[technology development] Project provided funding to develop such a valve. The valve
development was the subject of the AIAA=2003-4930 paper, “Minimum Impulse Thruster Valve
Design and Development”. This newly developed valve, eventually completed by Moog*, was
mated to the “Voyager/Cassini” version of the Aerojet MR-103 (making no changes to the
thruster), and an extensive ∆-qualification test program of the thruster/valve combination was
performed. The new valve combined with the Aerojet MR-103 maintains all the previous
capabilities and qualification heritage of the thruster, while providing new capabilities by virtue
of a five-fold reduction in the minimum impulse-bit.
The next step was to develop a miniturized hydrazine thruster to farther reduce the impulsebit. A proposal was submitted to, and selected by the Mars Technology Program to advance
the development of the HmNT.
The primary functional objective of the HmNT was to provide mission and spacecraft designers
an alternative to reaction wheels for precision pointing, and the capability for precision
translation (precision ΔV) needed for rendezvous, docking, and formation flying maneuvers.
The primary technical objective of the HmNT was to achieve small minimum ibits on the order
of 50 – 100 microNewton-seconds (µN-s).

DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT
INITIAL WORK
Before the HmNT could be properly designed, it was important to consider how it would be
used within existing spacecraft attitude control and propulsion systems. Studies were
conducted to consider how the HmNT would operate in conjunction with the conventional
hydrazine thrusters required to satisfy the larger thrust and impulse functions. A spacecraft
will typically use 1 N or 5 N thrusters to rotate the spacecraft at a relatively fast rate during
telecom turns-to-earth, sun-pointing, or a retargeting slew. The HmNT would then need to
reduce the residual rotation from these faster rate maneuvers and transition to much slower
rates required for precision pointing. It was determined that the HmNT would not only have to
produce very small ibits, but also be able to operate in steady state mode (or very high duty
cycle pulse mode) for 10 to 30 seconds in order to handle these rate transitions (This duration
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is dependent upon the steady state thrust level.) For reference, we will call these, “fast-rate to
slow-rate transitions.”
The primary technical objective of the HmNT is to produce small ibits. Reducing the steady
state thrust is more of a necessary consequence than an objective. Since the HmNT employs a
valve that can be pulsed for very short pulse widths, the steady state thrust levels are not as
important as long as two criteria can be met:
a. The minimum ibits can be made small enough to provide the precision pointing
required to replace reaction wheels.
b. The thrust level is large enough and/or the thruster can operate long enough, (several
seconds), to handle the fast-rate to slow-rate transitions from larger thruster activities
to the rotational rates required for precision pointing.
In fact, an ideal thruster, (which does not exist for many practical reasons), would have a very
high thrust, and also be able to provide very small minimum ibits. i
The smallest ibit that a given thruster can provide is called its “minimum ibit.” Everything else
being equal, smaller ibits allow for more precision in pointing a spacecraft. Although certain
elements of the design are borrowed from conventional thrusters, the HmNT could not simply
be “miniaturized.” Conventional thruster designs are not capable of producing the ibits in the
range targeted by the HmNT. In order to produce small ibits, (without intentionally reducing
Isp), it is necessary to reduce the amount of propellant delivered to the catbed for a single
pulse. For the purposes of this discussion, let’s call the propellant delivered for a single pulse a
“propellant-bit.” There are three primary methods to reduce the propellant-bit.
1. Make the thruster valve Open/close cycle faster, such that the amount of time that
propellant is allowed to flow through the valve is reduced.
2. Make the flow paths between the valve and the catbed smaller (and more resistant to
flow), such that the amount of propellant that flows through these paths is reduced (for
a given amount of time).
3. Change the mass flow density of the propellant, such that less propellant mass flows
during a given amount of time through a given flow path.
Initially, a concept was considered that reduced the mass flow density, by vaporizing the
hydrazine immediately upstream of a micro-thruster [5] ii. However, the need to operate in
steady state mode for several seconds in order to handle the fast-rate to slow-rate transitions
posed operational problems for the vaporizing concept. This concept still holds promise if the
mission operational scenarios can be well defined. A second valve and vapor plenum could be
added to the HmNT to produce even smaller ibits in the sub-microNewton-second range.
The design path chosen for the HmNT is directed at a broad range of mission requirements,
and employs a combination of methods 1 and 2 above. The advantage of a fast-acting valve is
that it can reduce the propellant-bit, and thus the ibit for a given size thruster, without
reducing the size or thrust of the thruster. This was demonstrated with the development of
the MIT valve, and validated during the delta-qualification of the MIT (MR-103M) [3,4]. The
MIT valve is a key element of the HmNT, but there are physical and manufacturing limits to
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making the open/close cycle of the valve faster, and this limits how small ibits can be made
with the speed of the valve alone.
In order to reach the objective 50 µN-s ibits, it was also necessary to reduce the flow paths
(orifices, injector tubes) and the size of the thruster in general. There are also physical limits,
and significant manufacturing challenges to making the flow passages and thruster size smaller.
In the end, a balance was struck between pushing the envelope even smaller, vs. keeping the
manufacturing costs reasonable. Note that there has been some very interesting work done
with MEMS (silicon chip) technology. iii & iv This technology can produce much smaller features
and flow passages than traditional metal machining techniques. MEMS technology was also
considered in the early stages of the HmNT design, but the maturity of that technology in
terms of manufacturing, stress analysis, and especially materials compatibility with hydrazine,
(hydrazine is used to etch silicon in the computer chip industry), would have made advancing
the HmNT technology toward flight qualification much more difficult and the outcome much
more risky. The decision was made to design the HmNT using fabrication techniques and
materials proven to work at high temperatures, and with hydrazine.
The challenge was to design a thruster that would satisfy all of these objectives:
• Fit seamlessly into the existing system design of hydrazine propulsion systems, and
operate at any inlet pressure between 100 and 400 psi.
• Provide steady state thrust levels high enough / long enough to handle the fast-rate to
slow-rate transitions.
• Produce ibits small enough to provide precision pointing and precision translation for
spacecraft.
Early on, various designs were produced for trial fabrication runs to explore different
fabrication techniques being considered. Details were worked out for the design of injectors,
and interfaces to match the MIT valve, the pressure transducer tap tube, welding techniques,
etc. Gradually the design options were narrowed, but some options were maintained in order
to bracket the targeted operating objectives, with the detailed design drawings of some parts
having several versions or “dash numbers”. Two nozzle throat diameters and three catbed
lengths were machined. The design is scalable upwards from current range of thrust, ~20 –
130 mN, to approximately the 200 – 300 mN thrust range. The HmNT was designed to be
“modular” in the sense of being scalable upwards in flowrate, catbed sizing, nozzle throat
diameter, etc.
Three HmNT units were assembled and prepared for test. However, the task proved to be as
challenging as was anticipated, and then some. Due to time and funding limitations, only
HmNT SN001 was tested, that being the one with an intermediate catbed length. Materials
were all stainless steel to minimize cost.
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Figure 1 – HmNT SN001 test configuration … and more flight-like configuration.
Figure 1 shows a photo of HmNT SN001, as tested, compared to a non-tested, but more flightlike unit assembled for “show-and-tell.” The test configuration has a number of features that
are not needed, and some that are not desirable, for a flight configuration.
Two large metal flanges surround the nozzle, and produce large heat sinks, which cool the
decomposition gases and reduce performance. Although it was not the primary objective of
the test program, performance (Isp) is always of interest and will be discussed in Section 4,
HOTFIRE TEST RESULTS. The test configuration compromised performance because these
flanges were needed for practical test purposes.
• An extremely useful parameter to be measured in test is the thruster chamber
pressure, Pc. To prevent the pressure transducer from overheating, it is located ~ 2
inches away from the nozzle and connected by a microtube, that is laser welded to the
nozzle chamber immediately upstream of the throat. One of these flanges provides
structural support for the delicate microtube during all the other assembly and test
operations.
• The second large metal flange supports the catbed heater. The catbed heater is located
here for the test configuration only. This was done to allow easy access to the catbed
for multiple thermocouples to obtain a temperature profile from upstream to
downstream along the catbed. Also, this catbed heater configuration was commercially
available, which saved considerable schedule and cost.
A flight version of the HmNT would not have these large heat sinks, and the catbed heater
would be located more efficiently around the cylindrical part of the catbed itself, helping to
insulate the catbed from heat loss. A thermal heatshield would also be installed around the
catbed and nozzle. Pc is not typically measured on flight thrusters, so the pressure transducer
would not be needed. Typically only two temperature sensors are flown, one on the valve and
6

one on the catbed. A flight configuration thruster with these elements would certainly
produce better performance than the test configuration.
VACUUM HOTFIRE TEST RESULTS

The HmNT’s original objectives have all been met, and some have been exceeded! Proof-ofconcept was firmly established during the first pulse mode hotfire tests in October 2007. Since
then, HmNT SN001 has run more than 350 hydrazine hotfire tests to date, including over 200 in
pulse mode, and over 150 steady state hotfires, and SN001 is still operating smoothly. In order
to demonstrate compatibility with existing system designs, the HmNT was tested over the
same 100 – 400 psi operating range used by most hydrazine propulsion systems.
The original objectives set forth in the Mars Technology proposal MT03-0010-0050 were: “a
100-fold reduction in minimum impulse-bit capability,… Quantitatively, 50 microNewtonseconds (µN-s) minimum impulse-bit, and .02 Newtons (N) steady state thrust.”
The HmNT has met its primary technical objective: producing 50 microNewton-seconds (µNs) minimum impulse-bits – a 100-fold reduction vs. the SOA MR-103H!
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Figure 2 – HmNT minimum ibits.
The HmNT produced some ibits even smaller than 50 µN-s. Figure 2 shows a fairly orderly set
of data with ibits decreasing as pulse width decreases and, in general, a decrease in ibits with
decreasing inlet pressure for a given pulse width. Two 5 ms pulses at 330 psig deviate from the
trend a bit, but most other data points trend nicely and show reasonable uncertainty bars.
Most ibits for pulses shorter than 5 ms were too small to get accurate measurements with the
spring system that was installed in the thrust stand at that time. Notice the large uncertainty
bars on the 3 ms pulses. We’ve since solved that problem and would now be able measure
ibits smaller than those plotted in Figure 2. Note that the HmNT can produce pulses as short as
1.8 ms.

Thruster Chamber Pressure; Pc

Thrust Stand LVDT Tracking

63 µN-s

Figure 3 – 63 µN-s ibit at 176 psig, 5 ms pulse width.
Figure 3 is a screenshot taken in real time of the test conductor’s data monitor showing one of
the smaller ibits recorded. The Pc is barely measurable by the pressure transducer, but the
integral of Pc is evident, as is the thrust stand motion recorded by the LVDT. To prevent the
pressure transducer from overheating, it is located ~ 2 inches away from the nozzle and
connected by a microtube to the nozzle chamber immediately upstream of the throat. This
long path to the pressure transducer attenuates the pressure recorded for short pulses. For
longer pulses, and steady state runs, the Pc recorded is more accurate. (Temperatures were
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not recorded during the very short pulse mode runs, so the lower right temperature display is
blank.)

Figure 4 – Thrust stand response for 50 ms at 400 psig and 10 ms at 400 psig.
Figure 4 shows a 50 ms pulse compared with a 10 ms pulse, both at 400 psig. Notice that the
accumulated impulse, (the integral of the thrust stand response), continues for a full second or
more, even for these relatively short pulses. The peak of the thrust stand response is also
wider than the pulse width, but this is simply a function of the inertia of the thrust stand mass
and its spring system. The true impulse actually does last for ~1 to 2 seconds. This is called
“dribble volume” impulse, and is confirmed by the Pc traces (see Figure 3). The hydrazine
continues to boil out of the injector for seconds after the valve has been shut, and often makes
up 10 to 25% of the total impulse on short pulses. This is a common phenomena that can be
seen in all hydrazine thrusters with the appropriate measurements.
Data collected during the hotfire tests included the following:
• Thrust; measured by the thrust stand
• Thruster chamber pressure, Pc, measured by a pressure transducer, connected to the
nozzle, just upstream of the throat, via a microtube
• Inlet pressure to the HmNT valve
• Vacuum chamber pressure, Pa
• Temperatures; 12 thermocouples on the thruster, and 3 on the valve body to provide a
temperature profile during hotfire tests.
The HmNT testbed produces a combination of measurements that enables the ability to
characterize and analyze the behavior of everything from the shortest pulses to steady state
firings.
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Steady state runs were conducted for two main reasons:
1. To establish the fundamental operating characteristics of the design – difficult, if not
impossible to do in pulse mode alone.
2. To demonstrate the HmNT’s capability to handle the transition from relatively fast
rotational rates that a spacecraft will experience during telecom turns-to-earth, sunpointing, or a retargeting slew, to the much slower rates required for precision pointing.
The HmNT steady state tests, (see Figure 6), were conducted at, generally speaking, five points
across the inlet pressure range: 100, 175, 250, 325, and 400 psig (with a few points in between,
and some below 100 psig.) Runs of 3 seconds and 60 seconds were completed at all of these
inlet pressures to establish an “operating map”. Three long duration runs of 180 seconds were
completed at ~ 175, 250, and 400 psig. These runs far surpassed our goals of demonstrating 10
to 30 seconds of steady state operation.

Figure 6 – HmNT hotfire: Steady state runs.
Includes three 180 second runs @ 175, 257, and 400 psig inlet pressures!
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In steady state mode, the HmNT demonstrated ~ 20 mN steady state thrust at the lowest
pressure tested; ~75 psig. At the high end of the operating pressure range, the HmNT
demonstrated ~134 mN at 400 psig; respectively a 12- to 8-fold reduction in steady state thrust
vs. the SOA MR103H (Note: Table 2 values are quoted for psia inlet pressures, 15 psi lower
than gauge because of the data available for the MR-103H [6]).
Table 1 – Steady state Thrust Comparison Over Inlet Pressure Range
Inlet Press psia MR 103H Thrust N HmNT Thrust N
100
250
400

0.27
0.67
1.07

0.023
0.076
0.129

MR103H/HmNT
Thrust ratio
11.9
8.9
8.3

Figure 7 – 180 seconds steady state, 134 mN thrust, at 399 psig.
One of the main purposes of the steady state tests is characterization of the thermal design of
the HmNT. Figure 7 shows some of the highest catbed temperatures recorded, and some very
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interesting temperature effects, during the longest burn at the highest inlet pressure tested
(Refer to Figure 5 - Thermocouple Map).
Notice the ‘y cursor’ on the TC-28 trace (red trace, lower right plot). TC-28 is located on the
valve flange and reads a maximum of 157 °F at the end of this 180 second run. TC-14 (green
trace) is located at the thruster flange that mates to the valve. At the end of this run TC-14
reached 238 F while firing, then jumped up to 266 F immediately after shutdown. This is
typical of heat soakback. The interesting take-away is that even on this longest run, the valve
did not exceed allowable temperatures! Even though these first generation units of the HmNT
were constructed of all stainless steel parts (not the optimum choice for a proper thermal
design), these tests confirmed that the thermal design of the HmNT is very encouraging.
(Stainless steel was used to simplify the fabrication processes on a tight budget.) The next
generation HmNT will employ high temperature metal alloys that are less conductive, and will
do an even better job of mitigating the heat soakback.
Another lesson learned from these tests is shown in the temperature profile along the catbed.
TC-16 (yellow trace & x-cursor), located at the upstream end of the catbed, reads 1597 °F. At
the downstream end of the catbed, TC-17 (purple trace) reads much cooler temperatures
(~1160 °F on this run). And the plume temperature, TC-29 (blue trace) reads ~ 1190 °F,
although this reading is likely erroneously low as mentioned before. The cooler downstream
temperatures are partly caused by large heat sinks, primarily two large metal flanges
surrounding the nozzle. As described in Section 3, one of these flanges supports the catbed
heater and the other supports the Pc pressure transducer. These flanges are located here for
the test configuration only. These large heat sinks cool the decomposition gases and reduce
performance. An aggregate Isp was calculated by totaling the impulse for 37 steady state runs
between 3 seconds and 180 seconds, during which 49 grams of hydrazine was used. The result
was an Isp of 151 seconds. This was lower than desired but certainly understandable given the
test configuration, and can certainly be improved.
There is also the possibility that the version of the catbed tested in SN001 is too long, causing
an excessive percentage of ammonia dissociation, lowering the gas temperatures and
performance. Using the test data, the HmNT finite element model (see Section 6) can be used
to investigate the optimum catbed length, and relatively easy tests can be performed to collect
the gas products of different length catbeds, and analyze them for the % ammonia
dissociation. If a shorter catbed shows acceptable % ammonia dissociation, the Isp could be
improved in this way also.
Another obvious temperature effect is shown on the Pc trace in the upper left part of Figure 7.
Toward the end of the steady state testing, the Pc pressure transducer degraded due to
overheating. However, valuable Pc data was gathered during most of the testing, and the
pressure transducer is replaceable.
With over 350 hotfire tests to date, the HmNT has demonstrated, in a relevant vacuum
environment, that it can operate at any inlet pressure between 100 and 400 psi, produce ibits
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small enough to meet the precision pointing requirements of most spacecraft, and more than
enough steady state capability to handle the transition from relatively fast rotational rates
from larger thruster activities, to the much slower rates required for precision pointing.
TESTBED INFRASTRUCTURE
The HmNT infrastructure described in the second subtask is completed and resides at JPL. This
infrastructure has performed very well against very challenging requirements. To our
knowledge, this testbed infrastructure is unique in its ability measure very small ibits and
steady state thrust for hydrazine thrusters, in the relevant vacuum environment. Several
customers outside JPL have already expressed interest in using this facility.
The HmNT infrastructure includes:
• A vacuum facility at JPL, including a 4 ft x 8 ft vacuum chamber, modified for testing the
HmNT in the relevant environment.
• A compact hydrazine feed system that sits, self-contained, on the thrust stand inside
the vacuum chamber
• A thrust stand capable of measuring thrust in the milliNewtons-to-microNewtons range
and ibits in the 10s to 100s of microNewton-seconds (µN-s) range. The thrust stand was
designed and assembled by Co-Investigator Dr. John Ziemer.
• A data instrumentation system capable of measuring the very fast response-times of
the HmNT valve, and providing command and data acquisition for the feed system,
HmNT valve and thruster. This system was designed and built by Co-Investigator Mr.
James R. Lewis. Mr. Lewis is also Test Conductor, and responsible for overall test
activities.
The testbed was designed to be flexible and user friendly. Software and hardware interfaces
are easily adapted to different applications and facilitate transfer of data to standard formats
for analysis (Excel, MATLAB, etc.). The thrust stand itself allows for a wide variety of test
fixtures that can be moved as required to support testing. The vacuum system is easily
operated and supports vacuum ranges from 4 mTorr to atmosphere as required and the data
instrumentation system will support a large spectrum of measurements.
Thrust and Impulse Measurement Overview
The measurement of thrust and impulse is affected by using two independent methods – the
thermodynamic approach, using chamber pressure and temperature measurements and the
“spring” method as described in John Ziemer’s paper “Performance Measurements Using a
Sub-Micronewton resolution Thrust Stand” [7]. The data instrumentation system reports the
latter method on the screen in near real time, and collects the chamber pressure and
temperature data for separate analyses.
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The thrust stand acts as a damped sinusoidal spring which, when thrusted against, will displace
from its stationary position a distance proportional to the force (thrust) that caused the
displacement. Careful analysis of this displacement with respect to time yields the actual
thrust (or impulse) produced by the thruster. Measurement of the displacement is affected by
a very accurate Linear Variable Distance Transducer (or LVDT) which measures displacement
from 1 to1600 micrometers +/- 3 micrometers. The LVDT is the primary measurement device
used for thrust determination.
Software Methodology
Testing of the HmNT over its design range requires the ability to control several parameters,
most notable are the valve inlet pressure, pre-firing catbed temperature, vacuum environment
and the length of firing time or “pulse width” of the thruster. The HmNT data instrumentation
system was designed to control these parameters, collect data after each firing and (in real
time) calculate the measured thrust (or impulse) produced during the firing. In addition, the
results data are stored for future viewing/analysis by a specialized data extractor utility that
gives the user visibility of all firings of the thruster and the capability to save the data in other
standard data formats and conduct rudimentary data analysis.
To affect a thruster firing, the operator uses the HmNT Main Panel Control Screen (Figure 10)
to set the desired parameters and then executes the firing. The software controls the firing of
the thruster, collects the data, saves it for archiving and then reports the results to the user.
The vacuum level of the chamber is controlled manually.
The thrust range is determined by two factors, the strength of the installed spring and the
maximum displacement range of the LVDT, which for the HmNT test stand is +/- 1600
micrometers. The thrust stand springs have been adjusted to support LVDT measurements in
this range.
Pulse-train firing is also supported by the software. The user simply indicates the “on” and
“off” times and the number of pulses desired. For individual pulses, this value is set to 1.
Control of the catbed and inlet fuel temperature is affected by a closed-loop control system
from the software front panel. Typical catbed start temperatures range from 250–400 °F. Fuel
inlet temperatures are maintained at ~ 70 °F for consistency.
As can be seen from the Figure 10 below, all pressures, valve states, vacuum levels and
temperatures can be monitored real time to ensure proper configuration of the system prior to
firing.
As can be seen from the diagram below, there are two flow paths of the feed system. Path 1
(to the right) is used to inject hydrazine into the thruster and path 2 (to the left) is the “purge”
path. This path is used for post test operations to clear the system of residual hydrazine prior
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to safing. The software main panel allows full control of both flow paths. Latch Valves 1 and 2
(LV1 & LV2 in the diagram) enable flow of hydrazine to the HmNT valve (aka MIT valve). The
HmNT valve is actuated to fire the HmNT.

Figure 10 – HmNT main panel control screen.
A schematic of the feed system is built into the main control panel.
Thrust and Impulse Calculation
Depending of the length of the firing, two separate calculation methods are used to determine
the force of the thruster. If the length of the thruster firing is less than or equal to one quarter
of the thrust stand’s natural period, then the firing is
considered an “impulse” and the “impulse” or “IBIT”
value is calculated and reported to the user in µN-s.
If the length of the thruster firing is greater than one
quarter of the thrust stand’s natural period, the firing
is considered to be a “thrust” measurement and the
calculated thrust is reported in mN.
The reason for this distinction has to do with the
physics of the torsional spring thrust measurement
method. Based on the natural frequency of the
thrust stand, “thrust” measurements can be reliably
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Figure 11 – Thrust stand in vacuum

made only if the length of the thruster firing is long enough for the stand to respond – this time
has been determined to be longer than one quarter of the thrust stand’s natural period.
The natural period of the thrust stand is directly related to several factors, namely the inertia
of the stand, the strength of the pivot springs, the affects of the instrumentation wiring across
the stand pivot and the magnetic damping mechanism. All of these things contribute to the
thrust stands natural period.
The thrust stand pivot springs can be changed out in order to affect different measurement
ranges. For example, if measurement of low ibits are required (typically ~5 – 50 ms pulses for
the HmNT), less “stiff” springs are used. For the measurement of longer pulses (> 50 ms up to
steady state), stronger springs are used. A “less stiff” spring causes a longer thrust stand
natural period, which is better for the measurement of impulse values.
Firing Results
After each firing of the thruster, data is stored for future viewing. Due to the possibility that
the thrust stand may be re-configured from session to session, the calibration data must be
stored with the results data to have a complete picture of the firing. A “Data Extractor” utility
has been developed to ease in the viewing and analysis of results data. Users can specify any
range of data to view and graph results as needed. Select data can then be exported to an
excel file if desired. See below.
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Figure 12 – Data extractor main screen.
In addition, a user can select an individual pulse and display its detailed data if desired.

Figure 13 – Individual pulse screen.
BENEFITS AND MISSION APPLICATIONS
A study was performed by Ray Baker, JPL, and documented in an interoffice memorandum
(IOM) in July 2001. The following are excerpts from that IOM.
Spacecraft using the Hydrazine Milli-Newton Thruster (HmNt) for attitude control have been
compared with spacecraft using reaction wheels and the Minimum Impulse Thruster (MIT).
Several different Mars mission concepts were considered, covering a wide range of possible
applications. Performance, system mass, and system power are compared. The results show
that the HmNt competes well with reaction wheels for missions with short to moderate life
spans. Most missions show a slight mass advantage on the order of 1-2% of the total system
mass. The HmNt significantly reduces the average power required of the spacecraft bus and, in
some cases, also reduces the peak power required compared to reaction wheels.
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Basic Assumptions
The total impulse required of the propulsion system for attitude control is estimated from the
total number of maneuvers, the total disturbance torques, and the mission specific attitude
requirements over the entire mission. The number and type of maneuvers required by the
spacecraft were chosen based on mission objective, typical ‘primary science’ duty cycles of
Mars missions, and mission duration. Mission specific attitude control requirements are based
on a survey of mars orbiter studies performed by team X.
The magnitude of the disturbance torques depends on the spacecraft configuration and
mission design. In general, there are three major disturbance sources:
1) Solar Torque is due to an offset between the center of mass of the spacecraft and the center
of pressure due to solar radiation. Not only is this torque dependent on spacecraft
configuration, but also on spacecraft orientation at any given time. Typically an offset of 2030cm is used for worst case calculations. The magnitude of the torque is given by:
2) Gravity gradient torque occurs when the axis of maximum inertia of the spacecraft is at
some angle relative to NADIR other than 0 and 90 degrees. The 0 degree position is neutrally
stable and the 90 degree position is stable. The magnitude of this torque is given by:
3) Aerodynamic torque is due to an offset between the center of mass and the center of
pressure due to atmospheric drag.
Once the disturbances have been estimated, the total fuel required of the attitude control
system may be estimated. When using thrusters to control spacecraft attitude, there are two
possible types of deadbanding: limit cycling and 2-sided deadbanding.
All spacecraft are assumed to be equipped with a hydrazine feedsystem with small thrusters in
the 1 – 20 N range for coarse attitude control, TVC, or tip-off rate damping. For systems with
momentum wheels, this existing hydrazine system is assumed adequate for momentum
dumping. All other spacecraft systems are assumed identical for each case. Only the additional
mass or power required for the ACS actuator system is compared.
Approach
The procedure for each case study was as follows:
1) Assume a mission scenario (one of the 3 listed above). List all applicable mission phases and
modes. Assume duty cycles.
2) Assume a spacecraft configuration. Estimate total mass, propellant load, geometry.
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3) Estimate disturbance torques for each mission phase.
4) Assume worst-case disturbance torques over entire mission phase.
5) Select appropriate deadband scenario: one-sided or two-sided [5]
6) For each phase and mode, calculate pulse rate and fuel consumption.
7) Size wheels for daily momentum dumping
8) Tabulate hardware and propellant masses for each type of ACS system, compare.

Results
HR-MRO
A mission study for HR-MRO, a precursor to the actual (Mars Reconnaissence Orbiter mission),
did not take advantage of the fine pointing capabilities of the HmNt. However the HmNt shows
a 6 kg mass advantage (about 0.9% of total spacecraft on orbit mass), and significantly lower
average power and peak power.
Table X HR-MRO Mass Trade Summary.

Reaction Wheel
HmNt

ACS Fuel
Mass
(kg)
28.0
42.0

Additional
Tank Mass
(kg)
6.33
9.8

Total System Mass
(kg)
64.0
58.0

Assuming that 3 of 4 wheels consume the average power rating continuously, the average total
power draw for the reaction wheel system is about 19.5 W. Peak power, with 3 wheels
torquing at maximum speed simultaneously, is 150 W.
The highest thruster duty cycle occurs during targeting. The maximum duty cycle (DC) for the
HmNt is 0.00375%. Assuming peak power over the entire pulse, the average power consumed
by the thrusters is 0.03 W max. Peak power, with 6 thrusters firing simultaneously, is 48 W.
ARS
A mission study for an Aerosynchronous Relay Spacecreaft (ARS) had the objectives of assisting
other missions by providing a Earth-communications platform and navigation assistance alone
or as part of a Mars Network. (this study did not advance to a real mission).
The reaction wheel selected for this mission, based on daily momentum dumps, has the
following properties:
Mass = 1.6 kg (including electronics)
Momentum Storage = 0.53 N-m-sec
Ave Power = 3 W
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Max Power = 9.5 W
These properties have been interpolated from available data on small momentum wheels.
Table X summarizes the mass of each system for this mission. The HmNt shows a 1.75 kg mass
advantage (about 0.26% of total spacecraft on orbit mass).

Table X ARS Mass Trade Summary.

Reaction Wheel
HmNt

ACS Fuel
Mass
(kg)
3.26
5.00

Additional
Tank Mass
(kg)
0.60
0.90

Total System Mass
(kg)
13.0
11.3

Assuming that 3 of 4 wheels consume the average power rating continuously, the average total
power draw for the reaction wheel system is about 9 W. Peak power, with 3 wheels torquing at
maximum speed simultaneously, is 28.5 W.
The highest thruster duty cycle occurs during HGA pointing. The HmNt DC is 0.001%. Assuming
peak power over the entire pulse, the average power consumed by the thrusters is 0.009 W
and 0.11 W respectively. Peak power, with 6 thrusters firing simultaneously, is 48 W.
Mars MicroMission (MMM)
The MMM spacecraft was a concept study for missions designed to achieve robust and
inexpensive access to Mars orbit for small science payloads. This spacecraft was assumed to be
a secondary payload on a GEO launch.
The combination of tight pointing requirements and small mass properties make this a very
difficult design problem. Here, the HmNt is forced into 2-sided deadbanding for the HGA mode
of operation.
The reaction wheel selected for this mission, based on daily momentum dumps, has the
following properties:
Mass = 1.27 kg (including electronics)
Momentum Storage = 0.17 N-m-sec
Ave Power = 2 W
Max Power = 6.7 W
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This reaction wheel data has been interpolated from Ball’s commercial reaction wheels.
Table X summarizes the mass of each system for this mission. The HmNt shows a 1.1 kg mass
advantage (about 1.3% of total spacecraft on orbit mass).
Table X MMM Mass Trade Summary.

Reaction Wheel
HmNt
MIT

ACS Fuel
Mass
(kg)
2.63
4.00
NA

Additional
Tank Mass
(kg)
0.63
0.96
NA

Total System Mass
(kg)
9.81
8.71
NA

Assuming that 3 of 4 wheels consume the average power rating continuously, the average total
power draw for the reaction wheel system is about 6 W. Peak power, with 3 wheels torquing at
maximum speed simultaneously, is 20.1 W.
The HmNt and MIT consume the same amount of power since they use the same valve. The
highest thruster duty cycle occurs during targeting. The HmNt DC is 0.011. Assuming peak
power over the entire pulse, the average power consumed by the thrusters is 0.086 W. Peak
power, with 6 thrusters firing simultaneously, is 48 W.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Three ACS actuator systems have been studied for three potential Mars missions. In terms of
mass, the HmNt compares well with systems using Reaction wheels and the MIT for all cases
studied. The HmNt and MIT both show a strong advantage in power consumption over reaction
wheels. Although these systems require about the same amount of peak power, the thruster
system use much less energy overall. This could benefit mission that rely heavily on batteries
for eclipses or emergencies.
The HR-MRO case study is an example of a large spacecraft in a high disturbance environment
with tight pointing requirements. All actuator systems seem capable of meeting the
performance requirements of this mission with the HmNt and MIT systems scoring slightly
better in mass and much better in power than the reaction wheel system. This spacecraft
would probably not require the HmNt for pointing performance, but may benefit from its low
mass and small envelope.
ARS is a relatively large spacecraft in a low disturbance environment. The MIT is oversized for
this mission and is forced into a high-rate 2-sided deadband for the most stringent pointing
mode. This equates to high fuel consumption and drives the mass of the system far beyond
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that of the other two. The HmNt again competes well with the reaction wheel system coming
out slightly ahead in mass and substantially ahead in terms of power.
MMM is by far the most demanding set of requirements presented. The HmNt system again
performs well. The MIT system, however, is well oversized and shows an incredible rate of fuel
consumption for the precision pointing mode.
This simple analysis shows high potential for the HmNt in all of the applications presented.

OVERALL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The HmNT was developed to provide mission and spacecraft designers an option to reaction
wheels for precision pointing, and the capability for precision translation (precision ΔV) needed
for rendezvous, docking, and formation flying maneuvers. It fits seamlessly into existing
hydrazine propulsion system designs that are used on the majority al all spacecraft.
The original technical objectives set forth in the Mars Technology proposal MT03-0010-0050
were: “a 100-fold reduction in minimum impulse-bit capability,… Quantitatively, 50
microNewton-seconds (µN-s) minimum impulse-bit, and .02 Newtons (N) steady state thrust.”
The HmNT has met all the original objectives and more. With over 350 hotfire tests to date,
the HmNT has demonstrated that it can operate at any inlet pressure between 100 and 400
psi, produce ibits of 50 µN-s and smaller, and operate steady state for at least 180 seconds;
more than enough steady state capability to handle the transition from relatively fast
rotational rates from larger thruster activities, to the much slower rates required for precision
pointing.
The HmNT is a fast-acting valve mated to a newly designed miniature thruster. The design is
documented with a complete set of fabrication and assembly drawings.
The HmNT modeling tools are available to optimize the next generation design, and to tailor
the design to specific mission requirements.
The HmNT testbed infrastructure is capable of measuring thrust in the milliNewton-to
microNewton range, and ibits in the 10s to 100s of microNewton-seconds range for hydrazine
thrusters, in the relevant vacuum environment.
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All these elements of the HmNT are available to support missions that wish to pursue this
innovative technology.
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